
Anzio 1944 – Allied PO   Scenario Notes

1.0 Introduction
This version of Anzio 1944 has been edited to be played 
as the Germans versus the Allied PO. It  can be played 
human  vs.  human,  too  -  though  this  is  not 
recommended. The design is based on the 2.36 version 
of  the  original  scenario  but  incooperates  numerous 
enhancements and adjustments. New players are advised 
to first read the briefing of the human vs human version 
which is included in the download. This document refers 
to the changes from the original design only and is not 
intended to serve as a comprehensive guide.

The PO is  not  programmed to  resemble  the  historical 
behaviour of General Lucas. Instead it will  more or less 
boldly attack.

As of now we have 76 free event slots which could be 
used for fine-tuning PO behaviour like switching between 
various  objective  tracks,  setting  individual  formation 
orders,  strategic  bias  and  better  use  of  the  Allied  air 
support  options.  Players  can  also  use  the  new  AI  file 
feature for setting up their own version of the PO.

2.0 General

Turn 1 Setup

As the PO doesn't handle amphibious invasions well all 
Allied units start on land and will be released on turn 2. 
Turn 1 only serves the purpose to let the PO select or not 
select  the  504th  Para  Regt  theater  option.  This  is  the 

same setup as in 'Anzio 1944 @2km'. As with the original 
human vs human scenario Allied mobility will increase on 
turn 3 when a significant amount of transport assets is 
dumped into the equipment pool.

Objective Tracks

As of now the PO will use only one objective track (track 
2).  This  probably  will  change  in  future  versions.  As 
mentioned further above players can use the new AI file 
feature for their own version of a programmed opponent.

Historical Opening (Shock)

The Allied PO will not be subject to the opening shock if 
the 504th Para Regt theater option is not chosen. This 
would have made it too easy for the German player.

Allied Navy and Storms

After reworking those parts of the scenario that needed 
to be changed for the PO there would have been enough 
free event slots to withdraw the Allied navy during the 
storm period from turn 10 to 22 and to re-enter it as a 
new formation on a  ship by ship basis,  depending on 
which units had been destroyed before the storm phase. 
This would have been the same setup as in 'Anzio 1944 
@2km'. While this works well in that scenario it doesn't 
do  here  as  this  would  have  brought  back  severely 
damaged vessels at full strength and repaired (note that 
in  'Anzio 1944 @2km' all  ships except  the cruisers  are 
modeled as single equipment pieces).

Therefore  the  Allied  navy  will  go  into  garrison  during 
both, the initial storm period and the later shorter storms 
that are driven by the weather engine. Thus the PO can't 
use it in an offensive role. To minimize defensive support 
fire the two naval formations have been set to internal 
cooperation which has worked well in the first test runs. 
The German player should regard the navy as withdrawn 
on storm turns and refrain from shelling it with coastal 
artillery.

PM Turns

The Allied navy switches to garrison orders during PM 
turns  which  will  prevent  'active'  naval  fire  support. 
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Additionally, both sides are subject to a 5% air shock.

Victory Point Locations

The  VPs  on  the  bridges  on  the  southern  arm  of  the 
Mussolini Canal have been moved to the western bank of 
the canal as Elmer never tried to take these bridges once 
the Human player destroyed them. These VPs however 
are needed for the Allied VP count to reflect the historical 
dimensions of the beachhead in the victory status.

3.0 Theater Options

504th Para Regt

There is a 50% chance that the PO will use this theater 
option on turn 1. There will be no 'physical' airdrop as the 
PO does not handle this well – instead the units will enter 
the  map  on  turn  2  in  their  drop  zone  like  normal 
reinforcements.  As  for  the  human  player  the  100  VPs 
penalty applies to the PO, too. If players want the PO to 
not use this option they may want to set the probability 
of event  #525 in the editor  to  1%.  Do not  delete this 
event! Likewise, if players want the PO to use this option 
they may want to set its probability to 100%. Do not start 
the  scenario  in  human  vs.  human  mode  to  manually 
select the option or some events won't work properly.

Allied Air Support Options

The PO will  use some of  its  air  options,  but not all.  It  
won't use an option during the storm period. The setup 
of  these  options  has  been  significantly  changed along 
the  lines  of  the  'Anzio  1944  @2km' scenario.  The 
according air formation will be withdrawn after expiration 
of its availability and the next theater option to release 
the same formation will  bring in a new formation from 
the TOAW OOB (a copy of the initial formation). This has 
been necessary as the PO can't stick with the house rule 
to set air formations back to 'rest'  on the third turn of 
their activation before they go into garrison. Such units 
retain  their  mission  assignment  and  are  still  active 
despite being set to 'garrison' orders.

Balkan Naval Air

This Theater Option costs 30 VPs instead of 10 VPs as in 
the Human vs Human version. It  has proven to be too 
easy to 'harvest' VPs with attacking Elmer's navy.

Dropped Options

The  509th  Para  Bn  theater  option  and  the  early  end 
theater option have been dropped in this version of the 
scenario.

Short Game

This  theater  option  is  only  available  for  the  German 
player on turn 2. If selected the scenario will end on turn 
30 with the current victory levels or earlier with an Allied 
sudden death victory if the EEV reaches 60. That is when 
the Allies control Aprilia, Osteriaccia and Cisterna. In this 
case  we assume an  early  Allied  breakthrough and the 
Germans  deciding  to  withdraw  10th  Army  from  the 
south.

4.0 Units

Beach Supply Units

In the first test runs Elmer always used his engineers for 
repairing the damaged bridges in the beach supply units' 
hexes  first  instead  of  using  them  for  crossing  the 
Mussolini  Canal.  Thus  these  bridges  are  no  more 
damaged.  The German player  however  can attempt to 
destroy these by air attacks. Chances for success will be 
slim,  but note that historically the German attempts to 
interdict Allied supply unloadings have never been more 
than a minor nuisance.

PO beach supply units start in garrison mode. There will 
be  no  replacement  units  if  a  beach  supply  unit  is 
destroyed.

Replacement Units

Allied  replacement  units  will  be  automatically  dumped 
into the pool by the event engine.
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Allied Replacement Rates

The  PO  has  higher  infantry  replacement  rates,  more 
infantry  squads  in  the replacement  units  and a  higher 
on-hand pool  in infantry squads and machine guns at 
scenario  start  than  the  Allied  player  in  the  Human  vs 
Human version of the scenario.

US Combat Engineers: Regimental HQs

The  regimental  headquarters  of  US  Combat  Engineer 
Regiments are not present in the scenario. Elmer would 
have used them in any undesired way one can think of 
and they are pointless anyway.

Allied Rear Area Security

As a compensation for the PO's infamous unawareness of 
rear area security Allied garrisons will  be placed in the 
three  major  VP/EEV  locations  Aprilia,  Osteriaccia  and 
Cisterna when the PO takes such an objective. The units 
will appear the earliest on turn 6 or immediately after the 
PO takes such an objective after turn 6.

Interdiction

A  small  number  of  Allied  air  units  has  been  set  to 
garrison  orders  with  interdiction  missions  assigned.  As 
the scenario progresses they may switch back to rest as a 
result of combat. Therefore a part of these units will be 
withdrawn and replaced with 'free' units before the first 
storm period.

Special Forces and Airborne Units

As the PO tends to split up such units they have been 
made indivisable to prevent hex overstacking and reduce 
'ant'  count.  This  affects  all  infantry  companies  of  the 
504th PRCT, the FSSF,  the Rangers,  British Commandos 
and the 509th Para Bn.

Anti Shipping

He-177 and SM 79  III  anti  shipping  values  have  been 
reduced to 120.

Temporary Motorization

Some German infantry units are temporarily motorized. 
These units have 'fixed' trucks in their TO&E which will be 
abandoned at first movement (there will be a pop-up to 
confirm  the  order).  Still,  the  unit  will  have  motorized 
movement  rate  on  this  turn.  The  turn  after  they  will 
switch to foot movement. These units are: II/Brandenburg 
Regt.  3,  1.FJ  Div's  Kampfgruppe  Schulz  and  the 
Fallschirm-Lehr Bataillon.

Reducing the 'Ant Count'

To reduce the 'ant count' most German regimental gun 
companies have been merged with the regimental  HQ 
unit. Füsilier Battalions have their 4th company merged 
with  battalion  HQ.  MG  and  AT  platoons  in  German 
PzAufkl  Abteilungen  have  been  distributed  among the 
battalion's other companies.

Naval Anti-Air

Anti-Air values of naval AA guns have been increased by 
the  factor  2.5.  With  the  3.4  patch  of  TOAW  III  AA 
efficiency has been scaled down by a factor of 0.4 so that 
the increase in this version of the scenario should bring 
naval  AA defence back to those values with which the 
scenario  setup  has  been  tested  initially  and  which 
produced acceptable results.

German Flak

Formation Supply Distribution Efficiency of German Flak 
formations has been reduced to 65%. This is to reduce 
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unrealistic, excessive use of Flak in ground combat. Note 
that the Germans did indeed use a high amount of Flak 
guns  in  a  ground  support  role  but  not  only  and  not 
always. With this setup the German player (hopefully) will 
be forced to rotate/rest his Flak units and use them only 
occassionally or for the 'big push' in a ground support 
role.

4.FJ Division

This has nothing to do with the Allied PO, but players 
may notice that i changed the release procedure of these 
formations. There is no more a major canal that has to be 
crossed with  the  help of  a  special  activated ferry  unit. 
Instead the formations are simply in garrison mode until 
released,  either  at  the  historical  date  or  by  TO,  and 
escarpments reduce the available supply to prevent a too 
fast  build  up.  This has been done in preparation for a 
possible German PO mode.

Kampfgruppe  Gericke's  two  battalions,  “Hauber”  and 
“Kleye”, are no more motorized. Thus they can be used in 
the Wadi area now. Due to lacking MPs their entry hexes 
have been set further to the south.

5.0 Miscellaneous

House Rules

Most of the house rules that would have applied to the 

Allied  player  -  and  thus  to  the  PO  -  have  become 
unnecessary due to the changes in the turn 1 setup and 
the air support options. Still there are two rules the Allied 
PO  will  ignore.  These  are  the  limitations  for  Allied 
bomber aircraft  to direct  attacks only and the garrison 
requirements  for  the  southeastern  map  edge.  The 
garrison requirements still  apply for the German player 
though.

The sea supply roads which connect the Allied 'off shore' 
supply points with the beaches may not be  destroyed by 
German land units. It is allowed to destroy them with air 
attacks however.  Note that the chances for success are 
very slim.

Known Issues

Players may notice that the PO tends to over-stacking, 
especially  at  so-called  choke  points  where  terrain  and 
overlapping  formation  tracks  lead  to  a  higher  unit 
density.

Elmer sometimes thinks it's  a good idea to use supply 
units and headquarters in the front-line. This is a general 
issue and will possibly be fixed with a future TOAW patch.

Elmer may conduct an aggressive air campaign against 
the Luftwaffe airfields. Historically 64th Fighter Wing, the 
one air  formation that  is  permanently  available  to  the 
Allied side, has not participated in such operations.

Elmer  doesn't  use  interdiction  to  the  extent  human 
players usually do in the scenario.

The  Allied  navy  going  into  garrison  is  not  an  ideal 
substitute for the house rule to withdraw to the distant 
deep water hexes during storm and PM turns.  Though 
this prevents Elmer from using naval fire support actively, 
this  setup  cannot  prevent  the  navy  from  indirectly 
supporting  'free  cooperation'  units  on  both  the  attack 
and the defence.

Credits

Thanks  to  the  playtesters  for  their  input  and  critique: 
Cfant, Colin Wright, Ogar & Steve “sPzAbt 653” Sill.
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